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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

A honeypot is a closely monitored network decoy serving several purposes and 

providing many network and security applications : it can distract opponent from 

more valuable machines on a network, provide early warning about new attack and 

exploitation trends, or allow in-depth examination of opponent during and after 

exploitation of a honeypot. Deploying a physical honeypot is often time consuming 

and very costly as different operating systems require specialized hardware and 

software requirements and every honeypot requires its own physical device system. 

This paper presents Honeyd, a framework for virtual honeypots that simulates virtual 

computer systems at the network level. The developed computer systems looks as if it 

is running on unallocated network addresses. To deceive network fingerprinting tools, 

Honeyd simulates the networking stack of different operating systems and can 

provide random routing topologies and services for an random number of virtual 

systems to the users. This paper discusses Honeyd’s architecture and shows how the 

Honeyd framework helps in many areas of system security, networking in the 

applications such as detecting and preventing worms, preventing intruders, 

preventing hacking of the system or preventing the spread of spam email. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Honeypots is another domain tool that can serve to 

strengthen a network in a many different ways. In simple 

words hoenypots are used as system security and detection 

tool . Unlike a Intrusion Detection System(IDS) however, 

they do not monitor and track the network, they are an 

actual entity within the Demilitarized Zone(DMZ). 

Honeypots will keep a record of data whenever data passes 

through them or is routed through it. This is because, when 

deployed, legal and appropriate traffic is not sent through 

them resulting in admin only having to read a small log of 

the traffic that the honeypot has faced. Dividing them, they 

can be separated into two loose groups; low-interaction and 

high interaction. Low interaction honeypots collect data and 

execute services and specific machines. Because of this, 

they are less prone to being attacked by a unauthorized user 

to afterwards attack or compromised and reconfigured to not 

alert the administrator of doubtful activity. They can be used 

to collect and record results of spam and worms being 

deployed against the network. They can also use their ability 

to execute services and machines to have an attacker focus 

on these fake instances instead of the real machines onthe 

network. While the unauthorized user is busy gaining access 

to this machine, information on them can be gathered 

allowing the administrator to plan how to fight against them, 

and protect the network from similar threats in the future. 

 

1.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

 

1. Record data about attacks 

2. System vulnerabilities 

3. Reaction from the system after attack 

4. Record information about attackers 

5. Methods used by attackers 

6. Scanning match patterns 

7. Identities of attackers 
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          1.2     SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

 

1. Implement system Middle-Interaction 

2. Increase the number of OS services per Virtual Host 

3. Experiment with honeyd’s and physical honeypots on 

same network 

4. Increase stability and efficiency of personality engine. 

 

2. PREVIOUS ARTS 

 

 
 

Honeyda application framework for virtual honeypots that 

simulates virtual computer systems at the network level. The 

simulated computer systems appear to run on not allocated 

network addresses. To deceive network fingerprinting tools, 

Honeyd simulates the networking stack of different 

operating systems and can provide appropriate routing 

topologies and services for an appropriate number of virtual 

systems. Honeyd supports the Internet Protocol suites and 

responds to network requests for its virtual honeypots 

according to the services that are assigned for each virtual 

honeypot. When sending a response pack from system, 

Honeyd’s personality engine makes it match the 

characteristics of network of the configured operatingsystem 

personality. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

Honeyd’s architecture consists of several parts as: a 

configuration database, a central packet dispatcher provided 

by system, protocol handlers, a personality engine, and an 

usable routing component; see in Figure how incoming 

packets are processed by the central packet dispatcher. 

Firstly it checks the length of an IP packet and checks the 

packet’s checksum. Honeyd system is aware of the three 

major Internet protocols: Internet Control Message Protocol, 

Transmission Control Protocol and User Datagram Protocol. 

Packets for other protocols are logged and silently removed 

by the framework. Before processing of packets, the 

dispatcher must query the configuration database to find a 

honeypot configuration that matches to the destination IP 

address. If no specific configuration exists, a by default 

template is used. Given a configuration, the packet and 

corresponding configuration is handed to the protocol 

specific handler.The ICMP protocol handler supports most 

ICMP requests. All honeypot configurations reacts to echo 

requests and process destination un-reachable messages. 

The processing of other requests depends on the 

configurable personalities.Protocols like TCP and UDP, the 

framework can establish connections to any number of 

servicesservices. External applictions are in the form of 

services that receive data on standardinput and send their 

output to standardoutput. The behaviour of a service 

depends entirely on the external application. When a 

connection request is received, the frame-work checks if the 

packet is part of an established connection. In that case, any 

new data is sent to the already started service application. A 

connection request, is accepted by a new process is created 

to run the proper service. A new process is not created for 

each new connection, but the frame-work supports 

subsystems and internal services. Subsystem is nothing but 

an application that runs in the name space of the virtual 

honeypot. The application related to subsystem is started 

when the corresponding virtual honeypot is instantiated. 

Binding to ports, accepting connections, and initiate net-

work traffic is done by subsytem .Subsystem runs as an 

external process, Python service is external process that 

executes within Honeyd. Less services are required by 

internal resources than subsystems but can only accept 

connections and not initiate them. Honeyd has an easy and 

simple TCP state machine. The three-way hand shake for 

connection establishment and connection teardown via FIN 

or RST are fully supported, but receiver and congestion 

window management is not fully implemented. UDP 

datagrams are passed directly to the application. When the 

framework receives a UDP packet for a closed port, it sends 

an ICMP port unreachable message unless this is forbidden 

by the config-ured personality. In sending ICMP port 

unreachable messages, the framework allows network map-

ping tools like traceroute to discover the simulated network 

topology.In addition to establishing a connection to a local 

service, the framework also supports redirection of 

connections. The redirection may be static or it can depend 

on the connection quadruple (source ad-dress, source port, 

destination address and destination port). Redirection lets us 

forward a connection request for a service on a virtual 

honeypot to a service running on a real server. For example, 

we can redirect DNS requests to a proper name server. Or 

we can reflect connections back to an adversary, e.g. just for 

fun we might redirect an SSH connection back to the 

originating host and cause the adversary to attack her own 

SSH server Evil laugh. Before a packet is sent to the 

network, it is processed by the personality engine. The 

personality engine adjusts the packet’s content so that it 

appears to originate from the network stack of the 

configured. 

 

5. ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 

 

With the help ofvirtualization, multiple virtual machines can 

be run on single physical system.  An operating systems 

running inside of physical and virtual machines are referred 

to the host and guest system (guest virtual machine).To gain  

virtualization, the host machine should share the CPU and 

memory resources with the guest virtual machines. 

Conccept ofvirtual  is used  because all different operating 

systems have the appearance‟ to  be running as an 

independent  computer . Virtual honeypots are implemented 

with the help of Virtualization software. 
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1. Small datasets of high value 

2. Tactics and tools used are new 

3. Resources are minimal 

4. Encryption of IPv6 

5. Information 

6. Simplicity 

7. Reduced cost 

 

8. Maintenance is easier 

 

4.1 APPLICATION 

 

Network Decoys 

The traditional role of a honeypot is that of a network decoy. 

Our framework can be used to instrument the unallocated 

addresses of a production network with virtual honeypots. 

Adversaries that scan the production network can potentially 

be con-fused and deterred by the virtual honeypots. In con-

junction with a NIDS, the resulting network traffic may help 

in getting early warning of attacks.Detecting and Countering 

Worms Honeypots are ideally suited to intercept traffic from 

adversaries that randomly scan the network. This is 

especially true for Internet worms that use some form of 

random scanning for new targets , e.g. Blaster , Code Red , 

Nimda , Slammer , etc. In this section, we show how a 

virtual honeypot deployment can be used to detect new 

worms and how to launch active counter measures against 

infected machines once a worm has been identified. To 

intercept probes from worms, we instrument virtual 

honeypots on unallocated network addresses. The 

probability of receiving a probe depends on the number of 

infected machines i, the worm propagation chance and the 

number of deployed honeypots. The worm propagation 

chance depends on the worm propagation algorithm, the 

number of vulnerable hosts and the size of the address space. 

In gen-eral, the larger our honeypot deployment the earlier 

one of the honeypots receives a worm probe. To detect new 

worms, we can use the Honeyd framework in two different 

ways. We may deploy large number of  virtual honeypots as 

gateways in front of a smaller number of high-interaction 

honeypot. Honeyd instruments the virtual honeypots. It 

forwards only TCP connections that have been established 

and only UDP packets that carry a pay-load that fail to 

match a known fingerprint. In such a setting, Honeyd 

shields the high-interaction honeypots from uninteresting 

scanning or backscatter activity. A high-interaction 

honeypot like ReVirt is used to detect compromises or 

unusual network activity. Using the automated NIDS 

signature generation proposed by Kreibich et al., we can 

then block the detected worm or exploit at the network 

border. The effectiveness of this approach has been 

analyzed by Moore et al.  To improve it, we can configure 

Honeyd to replay packets to several high-interaction 

honeypots that run different operating systems and software 

versions.On the other hand, we can use Honeyd’s subsystem 

support to expose regular UNIX applications like Open SSH 

to worms. This solution is limiting as we are restricted to 

detecting worms only for the operating system that is 

running the framework and most worms target Microsoft 

Windows, not UNIX. Moore et al. show that containing 

worms is not practical on an Internet scale unless a large 

fraction of the Internet cooperates in the containment effort . 

However, with the Honeyd framework, it is possible to 

actively counter worm propagation by immunizing infected 

hosts that contact our virtual honeypots. Analogous to 

Moore et al., we can model the effect of immunization on 

worm propagation by using the classic SIR epidemic model 

[13].The model states that the number of newly infected 

hosts increases linearly with the product of infected hosts, 

fraction of susceptible hosts and contact rate. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

This algorithm was proposed and demonstrated to 

automaticallydeploy deceptive virtual network entities in a 

controlsystem network. Six open source passive network-

monitoringtools were evaluated and Ettercap was chosen for 

host identification.This differs from prior work in the field 

in which P0f istypically used. The algorithm created unique 

network stacksignatures for 12 of the 13 test devices. Eight 

of the 12 emulateddevices were correctly identified by an 

aggressive Nmap scan.OpenVAS found all 12 devices, but 

some abnormal details werefound. Several deficiencies with 

both the monitoring tools andvirtual honeypot 

implementation Honeyd were discovered anddiscussed. 

These problems are non-IP based traffic, OS 

identificationdatabase support, missing information, and 

well formattedprogram output.In order to show the 

necessary depth of the proposed automaticdeployment and 

configuration, a usage scenario was executed. Inthis 

scenario, an anomaly detection system monitored the 

networkactivity of the honeypots. Automaticallydeployed 

honeypots main role is to attract and possibly delay an 

intruderon the network. The primary enabling technologies 

includediscontinual host monitoring, reconfigurable 

deceptive virtualhosts, and a network AB monitor. 

Advantages of the presentedsystem include:  

 

1. Lesser operator interaction. 

2. Reduced operationalnetwork impact. 

3. Increased awareness of the security situation. 

4. Independent view of hosts and servicesthat are active on 

the network.  

 

The behavior system alerted on100% of the packets targeted 

at the virtualhosts.This work has identified several areas of 

possible futuresearch. The use of virtualized networks and 

devices derivedfrom the automated system presented could 

subsequently be usedas a standard test bed for a variety of 

IDS systems. An obviouscategory of work would be 

correcting the deficiencies found inthe support software. 

Finally, service emulation scripts aremanually created. 

Autonomously developing service behavioursthat emulate 

observed network communications would furtherthe goals 

of deception and IDS testing. 
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8. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Our future work will help to understand how honeypot scan 

help to improve the efficiency of a network forensics based 

infrastructure. High-interaction honeypots are more 

complex and often are regular servers with advanced 

monitoring software and have the goal of helping 

researchers understand hacker's internal thought processes. 
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